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SPECIAL	 ARIPEX ISSUE

With this issue AHPS marks its third national meeting
at ARIPEX '81 in Phoenix, Arizona . On pages 8-9 in this
month's TELL you will find a schedule of events relating to
AHPS that will take place at ARIPEX, and also a listing
of exhibits, together with a description of other planned
activities . Thanks to Donn Lueck, our local coordinator
for ARIPEX, this promise to be an excellent meeting.

NEW EDITOR FOR TELL!

TELL will have a new editor beginning with the Feb-
ruary 1981 issue . He is Mr . Keith L . Schall, 707
Tam O'Shanter Blvd ., Williamsburg, VA 23185 . The new
editor has had academically related editing experience
and has been a member of AHPS since its founding in
1975 . Please assist Keith by submitting articles, and by
typing all articles cleanly in a format 6" wide, thus
avoiding the need for retyping .
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WELCOME TO THE THIRD A .H .P .S . CONVENTION

AT ARIPEX '81 IN PHOENIX, JANUARY 16-18, 1981

The Third National Convention of A .H .P .S . will be held in an area of

the country in which the weather has no comparison in Switzerland . How

well I remember attending the first A .H .P .S . Convention in Milwaukee in

March of 1978 . Havin g lived in Arizona now for over 17 years, I was not

prepared to be in sub-zero weather for an entire week . It was one of the

coldest winters on record for that part of the country. This time around

it may well be the hottest on record for Phoenix if the current trend in

weather continues . Yesterday's high was 86°F, a record for the date . It
is December 17th, only a week from Christmas.

For those of you who have decided to take advantage of the beautiful

weather to attend this convention, welcome to Phoenix . I am really

looking forward to renewing old friendships in A .H .P .S . and meeting those

members attending the convention with whom I have corresponded and never
met . The American Helvetia Philatelic Society will have a table where
members and prospective members may meet and exchange ideas . We will,
of course, need members to help out at the Society table for 2 hours at
a time throughout the convention . If you have not been asked by mail to

help man the Society table, please contact me at the show and volunteer
to help.

The selection of Swiss and Liechtenstein material on exhibit will be
excellent . As a preview, a list of the exhibits and exhibitors is given
below:

3 Frames : "A POSTAL HISTORY - 1760-1860 Canton of Basel "

by Steve Turchik

9 Frames : "Introduction and Development of Swiss Federal Postal

Rates "	by Harlan F. Stone

1 Frame :

	

"Plating Switzerland's Rayon II Issue " by Robert T . Clarke

2 Frames : "Swiss Tete-Beche, Se-Tenant and Interspace Pairs "

by Robert T . Clarke

2 Frames : "The 'Silk Thread' Issue of Switzerland 1854-1862 "
by Jan Donker

3 Frames : "The ' Standing Helvetia ' Issue of Switzerland, 1882-1908"
by Robert G . Zeigler

3 Frames : "Revenue Stamps of the City of Neuchâtel, Switzerland "

by I .Irving Silverman
4 Frames : "Revenues of Luzern, Switzerland 1802-1925 " by Donn Lueck

2 Frames : "The Vaduz Castle" by Rudy Schaelchli

I want to wish all the exhibitors good luck in the competition . The
President's Challenge Award will be given for the best A .H .P .S . exhibit.
Also to be given are A .H .P .S . Gold and Silver medals as well as 3 honorable
mention awards . Our own Felix Ganz will he an apprentice judge so the
Swiss material will not he overshadowed by the high-powered early U .S .
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American Helvetia Philatelic Society

Events at ARIPEX ' 81

Friday - January 16

3:00 p .m .

	

"Fiscals In The Alps " , a slide program on the

revenues of Switzerland presented by I . Irving

Silverman of Chicago.

Saturday - January 17

3 :00 p .m .

	

" Collecting Used Stamps of Switzerland "

A program presented by Felix Ganz of Chicago.

Sunday - January 18

9 :00-Noon

	

Sunday Brunch at the home of Donn Lueck for all
A .H .P .S . members and their invited guests.

2 :00 p .m .

	

" Switzerland ' s Pro Juventute Issues of 1950-1957"
A slide program presented by Carl Spitzer of

Tucson.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editor:

We don't have a readers' column in TELL, but I
would like to voice my opinion concerning the remarks Felix
Ganz made about the Swiss military stamps . Now I don't want
to put the gentleman down as I'm sure he has great know-
how in the field of our hobby, and I like his interesting
articles in TELL. However in our hobby, we happen to
collect the items or country we are interested in, be it
the picture of a queen on a stamp, be it Christmas seals,
freaks or even soldier stamps . Now I and many others think
it is just as interesting to collect them as stampless
covers or for that matter hotel stamps . How come Mr . Ganz
owns a large collection of (as he calls them) labels and
holds on to them? I'm sure he would find many happy buyers
in the AHPS auctions and sales circuits for the material.
So please Felix, no more cracks about military stamps and we
leave you in peace with your cancels.

Rudy Schaelchli
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS OF SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN : Part 85

By Felix Ganz

SWISS POSTAL FACILITIES ABROAD AND FOREIGN FACILITIES ON

SWISS SOIL ; Segment IV

Except for the historic incidences of the French post office
in Geneva prior to Geneva becoming part of the Swiss Con-
federation (in 1815), the Fussach messengers ' strike from
CUR (Chur), the Thurn & Taxis ' running of the postal system
of the Canton of Schaffhausen, and perhaps the fact that
mail from the upper Engadine valley going to Italy prior to
1850 often was postmarked ENGADIN(A) only in Chiavenna af-
ter it had left Swiss soil, foreign postal administrations
only rarely -- and always as a convenience for the purpose
of speeding up the mail exchange between countries, estab-
lished postal agencies in Switzerland . Two of these were
located in Basel, and the successor to one of them may still
exist in some form ; and the third one "intruded" into Switz-
erland at its southern tip, in Chiasso, where an Italian
office is documented by its cancellations from at least
1927 - 1930.

The oldest foreign post office on Swiss soil was the French
railhead office in Basel, successor to the French/Swiss mal
exchange office on French soil, in the Huningue/St .Louis
area . When the railway from Paris and Mulhouse was brought
into Switzerland in 1844 -- through a special railway gate
in Basel's fortifications and to a terminal located where
now one of Basel's jails as well as the maternity hospital
stand -- it became evident that a French exchange office
would be of great help in speeding the mails if it could be
located at the railhead itself, in Basel, rather than two
miles away in France . Agreements between France and Basel
City Canton were ratified in 1845 and 1846, and on January
1, 1847 (this date according to Winkler ; Mrs . Rawnsley giv-
es December 14, 1846) the French office in Basel (BALE) was
opened for purposes of transit and exchange of mails from
Austria, Zürich, the Grand Duchy of Baden, and Basel . It
closed on October 1, 1865 after having been relocated seve-
ral times.

A series of red postmarks (sometimes brownish) exist . They
are never found on Swiss stamps because the office was pro -
hibited from accepting mail directly ; but the marks show up
on mail as transit marks, as illustrated below.

The first four strikes shown were for mail or-
iginating within the Basel postal territories;
the one following is one of several markings
used for mail from or collected in Zürich ; and
the final two were affixed to mail emanating
from Baden or Austrian territories respectively .
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The different numbers at the foot (1,2,or 3) indicated the
French mail center (according to Winkler) to which such mail
was to be directed, by distance (I : St.Louis; 2s Mulhouse;
3s Paris).
The Yvert Handbook on French entry marks . (1929)' and Andres
& Emmenegger's new cancellation compendium of Switzerland
both list two lozenge-type dotted marks, with numbers 3705
or 5081, apparently assigned to the Basel French office for
postmarking; but neither has been reported as seen on mail.
In 1855 the Grand Duchy of Baden opened a postal facility in
Basel's German railway station (Badischer Bahnhof ; later at
times Deutscher Reichsbahnhof), as a result of the treaty
between the Swiss Confederation and Baden, of July/August,
1852, regarding the extension of the Baden railway line
from Mannheim and Freiburg i .B . across Swiss territory at
Basel and Schaffhausen (along the north shore of the Rhine
to Constance on the "Bodensee . " Of all the Swiss localities
eventually served by this Baden railway line only Basel re-
ceived a postal facility . Wilchingen-Hallau, Neunkirch, Ber-
ingen, Neuhausen, Schaffhausen, Herblingen, and Thayngen in
Schaffhausen canton ultimately were covered by different a-
greements which permitted posting of local mail, franked by
Swiss stamps into German station boxes and onto German RPOs,
resulting in stamps of one country canceled by marks from
another ; but that is a different story altogether:

The Baden office in Basel remained in operation until Octo-
ber 1, 1876 . Initially it possessed a numeral canceller 170

inside a quadruple ring
frame, plus double ring
date strikes with doub-
le outer circle -- one
of them with Baden's
coat of arms at the foot.
Mrs . Rawnsley observes
that the canceling of

German stamps by the Basel office was not allowed ; but from
1863 on these marks, very occasionally, may be found on
Swiss stamps . Of further interest might be the fact that
this essentially railway-mail-oriented office (exchange
office) also acted as a distribution office for several Baden
towns situated closer to Baden's "office abroad" in Basel
than than to a regular Baden post office on German soil:
The BASEL BADISCHER BAHNHOF markings also have been
reported as transit marks on "ballon monté" covers from the siege
of Paris during the 1870-71 war.

Decades later a German mail exchange office,
apparently for parcel post exclusively, was
established within Basel's mail
transit office, Basel 17 . A cds
found on a parcel card and dated
1925, stating DEUTSCHE KARTIER-
UNG*STELLE BASEL 17, is shown at
left . Operating dates are not yet
known . At right a very similar

purpose mark from the Italian office in Chiasso is shown.
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